
Heritage Citation

Austral Motors Building (former)

Key details

Also known as Christian Life Centre

Addresses At 75 Welsby Street, New Farm, Queensland 4005

Type of place Defence site, Factory

Period Interwar 1919-1939

Style Warehouse
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Lot plan L14_SP107655; L15_SP107655; L16_SP107655; L17_SP107655; 
L18_SP107655; L20_SP107655; L24_SP107655; L25_SP107655; 
L29_SP107655; L30_SP107655; L33_SP107655; L36_SP107655; 
L37_SP107655; L38_SP107655; L39_SP107655; L41_SP107655; 
L42_SP107655; L43_SP107655; L44_SP107655; L47_SP107655; 
L49_SP107655; L23_SP107655; L53_SP107655; L51_SP107655; 
L52_SP107655; L56_SP107655; L57_SP107655; L58_SP107655; L1_SP107655
; L2_SP107655; L3_SP107655; L5_SP107655; L7_SP107655; L8_SP107655; 
L10_SP107655; L11_SP107655; L12_SP107655; L13_SP107655; 
L19_SP107655; L26_SP107655; L54_SP107655; L9_SP107655; L21_SP107655
; L28_SP107655; L50_SP107655; L35_SP107655; L46_SP107655; 
L40_SP107655; L22_SP107655; L34_SP107655; L31_SP107655; 
L27_SP107655; L48_SP107655; L4_SP107655; L45_SP107655; L55_SP107655
; L6_SP107655; L32_SP107655

Key dates Local Heritage Place Since — 30 October 2000
Date of Citation — January 1994

Construction Roof: Corrugated iron;
Walls: Face brick

Criterion for listing (A) Historical; (D) Representative

Austral Motors, which was established in April 1923, had this building purpose-designed as an assembly plant
for their car manufacturing business circa 1928. It was at this time that cars were beginning to be mass-
produced, making this building reflective of changes in car manufacturing methods and the adoption of new
technologies and labour practices, accompanied by a surge in car manufacture and ownership. During World
War II, this building was also used by the RAAF as a stores depot but was still owned by Austral Motors until
1985 when it was purchased by the Christian Life Centre. The building has since been converted into apartments.

History 

This building was constructed as an assembly plant for Austral Motors around 1928. The motor company, which
had offices in Boundary Street, Spring Hill, purchased the land on which this and the later extension are built,
from CSR in 1926. This face brick building was designed to cater for the changing technology and labour
practices associated with the mass production of the motor car.

Austral Motors was established on 10 April 1923, at which time they owned no property. The company held the
agency for Graham Brothers Trucks and Dodge Brothers Motor Cars. The significance of the position of Austral
Motors to the motor industry in Brisbane and Queensland during this period may be gauged by the motor vehicle
registrations of 1928. Dodge automobiles consistently were listed as the 4th highest sold for each month, twice in
that year reaching the number 3 spot for the months May and June. Although it should also be recognised that
there was a substantial gulf of sales between the three leading makes of Ford, Chevrolet and Overland and
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Dodge.

With the growing popularity in and demand for motor vehicles in the early decades of the twentieth century, the
company prospered, and around 1938 expanded its assembly plant on the land behind the Welsby Street
property, facing Sydney Street. During the Second World War these buildings were occupied by the RAAF as a
stores depot. Austral Motors retained the property until 1985 when it was sold to the Brisbane branch of the
Christian Life Centre, which still occupies the buildings today.

Statement of significance 

Relevant assessment criteria

This is a place of local heritage significance and meets one or more of the local heritage criteria under the
Heritage planning scheme policy of the Brisbane City Plan 2014. It is significant because:

Historical
CRITERION A

The place is important in demonstrating the evolution or pattern of the city's or local area’s history

for its association with the early development of the motor industry in Queensland in the 1920s, and as a
reflection of changing car manufacturing methods associated with the introduction of the assembly line.

Representative
CRITERION D

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a particular class or classes of cultural
places

as an example of a purpose-built factory and office building designed specifically to cater for the changing
technology and labour practices associated with mass production.

References 

1. Titles Office Records

2. Post Office Directories.
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3. The Queensland Motorist

4. The Courier Mail 14/5/1973

Copyright Brisbane City Council

Note: This citation has been prepared on the basis of evidence available at the time including an external
examination of the building. The statement of significance is a summary of the most culturally important aspects
of the property based on the available evidence, and may be re-assessed if further information becomes
available. The purpose of this citation is to provide an informed evaluation for heritage registration and
information. This does not negate the necessity for a thorough conservation study by a qualified practitioner,
before any action is taken which may affect its heritage significance.

Citation prepared by — Brisbane City Council (page revised June 2022)
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